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Photo Lot Type Jamaica Items Est Real 

 190  1814-52, nine pre-adhesive covers to England or 

Scotland, two from Ramble with interesting text; 

postal markings include Jamaica Fleuron, straight-

line "FALMOUTH/JA", "BATH/JAMAICA", 

"VERE/JAMAICA" and "JAMAICA/ PAID" c.d.s.; 

some interesting rates but the general condition is 

rather poor 

items 

9 

£10  9 0 0 

Photo 191  1815 entire to Britain with a very fine strike of the 

straight-line "MORANT-BAY/ JA" across the flap 

at back and a poor Jamaica Fleuron c.d.s. (see 

Photo Plate VI) 

items 

1 

£5 4 10 0  

Photo 192  1839 entire to Cuba with a very clear brownish 

strike of the "KINGSTON/ JAMAICA" c.d.s. with 

"PAID" at top, R.L. type 2 (see Photo Plate VI) 

items 

1 

£7 8 10 0  

Photo 193  1849 incoming letter from U.S.A. with 

"MANDEVILLE/JAMAICA" receiving c.d.s. and a 

fine clear strike of the "JAMAICA/SHIP LETTER" 

(see Photo Plate VI) 

items 

1 

£8 11 10 0 

 194  Great Britain used in Jamaica: "A01" on 1856 4d. 

rose, a pair off paper and a single on local 1859 

cover and 6d. lilac, all fine. Cat. 223/- 

4 £5 6 0 0 

 195  GB Used in Jamaica "A33" on 6d. lilac, "A37" on 

6d. lilac on piece, slightly creased by fold, and 

"A39" on a pair of 1d. red stars, the first a rather 

poor strike, the others good to fine. Cat. £16 

3 £8 7 0 0 

 196  GB Used in Jamaica "A34" very clearly struck on 

4d. rose on large piece of entire which shows a 

clear 1859 "CLAREMONT/JAMAICA" c.d.s. Cat. 

£16 

1 £7 8 0 0 

 197  GB Used in Jamaica "FALMOUTH" c.d.s., a part 

strike on 6d. lilac on 1859 cover to Kingston; the 

adhesive is also lightly cancelled "A01" on arrival 

1 £7 6 0 0 

 198  GB Used in Jamaica "A44" very clearly struck on a 

pair of Id. red stars, "A62" on 6d. lilac, wing 

margin and a few small faults and "A65" clearly 

struck on 4d. rose. Cat. £16 

4 £7 7 5 0 

 199  GB Used in Jamaica "A45", "A46", "A47", "A49", 

"A52" and "A53" on 4d. rose, 6d. lilac (4), two 

with wing margins, one very poor and repaired, and 

a pair of 1d. red stars, poor to fine but unmistakable 

strikes. Cat. £32 

7 £15 13 0 0 

 200  GB Used in Jamaica "A53" clearly struck on large 

piece of entire which shows 1859 Mandeville and 

Kingston c.d.s. on flap at back. Cat. 555/- 

4 £7 7 0 0 

 201  GB Used in Jamaica "A68" lightly struck on 4d. 

rose which has clearly been removed from 1859 

cover to Kingston which has a clear "PORUS" 

c.d.s. at back. Cat. £15 

1 £11 10 0 0 
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 202  GB Used in Jamaica "A75" very clearly struck on 

6d. lilac (wing margin) on small piece with early 

1860 "SAVANNA-LA-MAR" and 

"LONDON/PAID" c.d.s. Also 4d. rose tied to 

another piece by "PLANTAIN GARDEN RIVER" 

c.d.s., an unmistakable and almost complete 1859 

strike and also the "A01" obliteration 

2 £6 5 0 0 

 203  1860-97 Queens Heads, a good collection with 33 

"Pines", one 6d. on cover, and later values to 2/- (6) 

and 5/-, mostly used and with a fair range of 

cancellations; there is a fine looking example of the 

1/- brown CC $ variety with a small tear at top 

119 £15 17 10 0  

 204  1860 "Pine", imperforate examples of the 1d. pale 

blue, 2d. pale rose, 4d. brown-orange, 6d. dull lilac 

and 1/- purple brown, all with clear margins but a 

little soiled or gum stained. Very rare 

5 £35 40 0 0 

 205  1860 Imperforate 1/- yellow-brown, similar 

condition (see Photo Plate VI) 

1 £8 10 10 0  

 206  1860 The issued 1d. pale blue, 1d. blue, 2d. rose, 

3d. green and 4d. brown-orange (rather badly 

centred), good to fine. Cat. 475/- 

5 £9 6 0 0 

 207  1860 1d. blue diagonal bisect tied to 1868 

"O.H.M.S." cover by light "A52" obliteration and 

Spanish Town c.d.s. Cat. £18 

1 £12 15 0 0 

 208  1860 1d. blue, a similar bisect similarly tied to 

1864 piece. Also 1863 and 1866 covers to London 

franked by a pair and two single 1/- purple-brown. 

Cat. 475/- 

5 £8 8 10 0  

 209  1870-83 CC 14 ½d. (3), 1d., 2d., 4d., 6d. (2), 1/- 

and CC 12½ 2/-; also 1883-97 CA 14 2/- and 5/- 

(thinned), fine unused or mint. Cat. 368/- 

12 250/- 8 10 0  

Photo 210  1875 CC imperforate 2/- Venetian red, large 

margins three sides, barely touched at one point at 

top, fine and rare (see Photo Plate VI) 

I £7 8 5 0 

 211  1883-1900, a collection with values to 5/-, fine 

unused or mint, including a complete pane of the 

1900 Llandovery Falls 1d. red and a block of four 

of the id. black and red on bluish paper. Cat. 858/- 

94 £5 7 10 0  

Photo 212  1883-97 CA 1/- chocolate, a mint N.W. corner 

block which includes the $ variety. Cat. 530/- (see 

Photo Plate VI) 

4 £18 20 0 0 

 213  1889-1955, a collection in a green album, mostly 

used, including 1890 22d. provisionals (4); later 

Q.V. values to 2/- (5); 1912-20 4d. to 5/-; 1919-29 

pictorial values to 10/- (script); 1923 Child Welfare 

set on cover; K.G. VI values to £1 chocolate and 

violet (crossed by red pencil strokes) and Silver 

Wedding £1 on piece and other commemoratives; 

also Officials, postal fiscals and telegraph stamps; a 

number of plate and overprint varieties, etc. 

462 £20 23 0 0 
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 214  1890 "TWO PENCE/HALF-PENNY" on 4d. red-

brown unused and used (3), the last the varieties 

with wide spacing, double surcharge and with "F" 

for "E" and broken "K" for "Y" in "PENNY". Cat. 

£13 

4 110/- 5 10 0  

 215  1903-4 imperf. plate proof of the ½d. in mauve and 

olive-grey on watermarked paper, fine and rare. 

Also the issued Arms types with unused or mint 

values to 5/- (2) including four "SER.ET" varieties. 

Cat. over £16 

25 £10 11 0 0 

 216  1905-11 3d. to 2/- purple on blue (block of four and 

single) with many different colours and shades; 

also K.E. VII 2d. grey, two blocks of four. Cat. 

346/- 

44 130/- 3 5 0 

 217  1912-20 1d. (2) to 5/- (2), one of the last gum 

stained by climate, including the 4d. on lemon and 

other paper varieties and shades; also War stamps 

with blocks and many varieties. Cat. 554/- 

264 £9 7 10 0  

 218  1915 Red Cross labels, an interesting collection, 

unused and cancelled, six without "JAMAICA" 

overprint, two with "JAMAICA" in red, the rest in 

black, one inverted; two are used on covers with 

1½d. War stamps and sharing "MYERS WHARF" 

c.d.s. and three are additionally overprinted "Half-

penny". A scarce specialised lot of the four issues 

39 £5 9 0 0 

 219  1916 (Sept.-Dec.) War 3d. purple on lemon variety 

"s" inserted by hand, one inverted, both in mint 

pairs with normals. Cat. 305/- 

4 £7 9 0 0 

 220  1916 (Sept.-Dec.) War 3d. purple on yellow, the 

same two varieties included in similar pairs, one 

partly severed. Cat. £23 

4 £10 6 0 0 

 221  1917 (Mar.) War 1½d. orange, error overprint 

inverted, a block used on local cover. Cat. £20 

4 £10 11 0 0 

 222  1919-21 pictorial ½d. to 10/-; 1921-29 script ½d. to 

5/- (4) and 10/-; 1923 Child Welfare set and others, 

superb unused or mint. Cat. 657/- 

48 250/- 14 0 0 

 223  1919-21 pictorial Imperf. plate proofs of the 1½d. 

in deep blue, 3d. in brown and green (2), one 

overprinted "Specimen" and 4d. in orange and 

brown on thick wove paper; very scarce without 

"Specimen" 

4 £14 14 0 0 

 224  1919-21 pictorial The unissued 6d. carmine and 

slate-blue Abolition of Slavery wmk. MCA and 

overprinted "SPECIMEN", very tine (see Photo 

Plate VI) 

1 £20 15 0 0 

 225  1919-21 pictorial The unissued 6d. carmine and 

slate-blue Abolition of Slavery, the same stamp 

with script wmk., similarly overprinted (see Photo 

Plate VI) 

1 £20 19 0 0 

 226  1927 ½d. die proof of the frame in black on card 

marked "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated in 

pencil "16/12/26" 

1 £6 7 0 0 
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 227  1927-35, various in singles and blocks including a 

Silver Jubilee set perforated "Specimen" and the 

1½d. with double flagstaff. Also K.G. VI ld. with 

offset impression at back. Cat. over 115/- 

45 70/- 5 10 0  

 228  1932-50, a mint collection in a red album, mainly 

K.G. VI values to 5/- (4), many in blocks showing 

marginal inscriptions or plate numbers; there is a 

single and block of four of the scarce 1½d. light 

red-brown and the 1/- "broken chimney" variety 

included in a corner block 

192 £10 12 0 0 

 229  1932-55, various values to 10/-, many used on 

covers (33), many flown, one bearing the K.G. VI 

1/- "broken chimney" variety 

140 £4 3 5 0 

 230  1945-55, various mint in a blue album including 

1945 Constitution 2/-, 5/- and 10/- in blocks of 

four; K.G. VI 10/- (3) and £1 and 1948 Silver 

Wedding £1 in singles and other commemoratives 

in blocks; also two K.G. VI 2/- booklets. Cat. over 

370/- 

281 £9 8 0 0 

 231  1947 Postal Union Congress, the Jamaican folder 

containing K.G. VI 4d. to 10/- and the Victory 

stamps, stuck down 

15 £3 3 10 0  

 232  1956 Id. to £1 (9) in mint singles and blocks of up 

to twelve showing marginal inscriptions or plate 

numbers. Face 454/- 

202 £23 20 0 0 

 233  Cancellations: Various in a red album including an 

1866 cover with four Pines; 1889 cover with "UP 

PARK CAMP" c.d.s.; 1902 and 1904 ld. stamped 

postcards with Myrtle Bank and Titchfield 

rectangular rubber handstamps and date in 

manuscript; T.P.O.s, and a few slogans, etc. 

77 £8 16 0 0 

 234  Cancellations:  Various in two small oblong 

albums, mainly K.G. VI oval rubber handstamps 

591 £25 32 0 0 

 235  Cancellations:  Various in a stock book, Q.V. to 

Q.E.; mainly cancellations but also a few unused 

466 70/- 4 5 0 

 236  Postal Stationery: Various in a red album including 

1877 postcards with red"JAMAICA/PAID/THREE 

PENCE" c.d.s. (8), "HALFPENNY" (8), two used 

and "ONE PENNY" (2), various types of card; 

unused Q.V. items including provisionals and 

"Specimens" of K.E. VII, K.G. V and K.G. VI (8), 

the last very scarce 

items 

67 

£12 13 10 0  
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